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New Caledonia  
Escape Winter SALE!
Sydney - Noumea in under 3 hours  $549*
Brisbane - Noumea in just over 2 hours  $599*
Melbourne - Noumea in under 4 hours  $599*

*All fares are return and include taxes. Terms and conditions apply.

aircalin.com 

*For full details see your GDS.

Easy connection to Los Angeles (LAX) via HNL 
From $1171pp

*

DISCOVERY
PROGRAM

The USA Discovery Program is 
an exciting new agent training 

tool to give you all the 
information you need 

to sell the USA! 
USADiscoveryProgram.com.au

How well
knowdo you

theUSA?SMALL GROUP TOURING

INDIA
19-25
DAY TOURS

MAXIMUM
GROUP SIZE

20

Starting from

$5,460
per person

 

             Selective Tours  
www.selectivetours.com 

12 Days Taste of China Tour

Only $2628p.p. depart on 19th Oct, 2015

Fly with Cathay Pacific 

Hong Kong / Guilin / Hangzhou / Shanghai 

 Click here to find details

Today’s issue of TD
Travel Daily today has eight 

pages of news, a cover page 
from JITO, a photo page for Air 
Canada plus full pages from: 

• AA Appointments jobs
• Consolidated/CZ promo
• Oceania Cruises

CZ Jul incentive
CONSOLIDATED Travel is 

incentivising travel agents to book 
China Southern Airlines flights via 
Quiktravel, with $10 and $20 gift 
vouchers when booking Economy 
or First/Business class return 
tickets during Jul - see page 10. 

Oceania cruise deals
OCEANIA Cruises has savings 

on over 90 cruises in Northern 
Europe, the Mediterranean, 
Alaska, New England & Canada 
departing between Apr-Nov 2016.

See the back page for details. 

ABS stats back on track
THE Australian Bureau of 

Statistics this morning released its 
Overseas Arrivals and Departures 
figures for May 2015, with the 
figures finally back onto their 
normal schedule after a major 
glitch in card processing resulting 
from a switch to a new provider 
last year (TD 10 Dec 14).

However, increased quality 
assurance processes introduced 
in the wake of the data debacle 
have identified that more than 
50,000 passenger cards went 

missing from Sydney, Brisbane 
and Gold Coast airports in May.

The ABS confirmed data was 
now being received from the 
Department of Immigration and 
Border Processing as a result of 
“contingency processing plans”.

Analysis of the variables 
collected revealed the missing 
cards, with some of the blanks 
filled in by additional data 
from the Travel & Immigration 
Processing System (TRIPS) run by 
the immigration department.

Missing variables have been 
“imputed” by the ABS and the 
records were added to the 
overseas and arrivals departures 
data for May - for details see p2.

The release of the Jun arrival 
and departure figures is now 
scheduled for 07 Aug.
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*Conditions apply

ASIA
ON SALEASIA

ON SALE

ASIA
ON SALE

ASIA
on sale

ASIA
ON SALE

Escape winter and travel to Asia with a great value holiday deal       

      
$769*

 
from 
just 

per person  
twin share

Sales end  31 Jul 15!

Travel with kidz your baby? Grow your 
own business with TravelManagers.

If travel with kids is your speciality, earn what you 
deserve by becoming a personal travel manager. 
Surround yourself with people who are going to 
lift you higher! Visit: join.travelmanagers.com.au

Find out how you  
can earn more

Call Suzanne or Grace on

1800 019 599

Always wanted to know 
more about Frankfurt?  

Participate in our Frankfurt 
training webinar, and you 
could be on your way there 
with THAI!

When: Wednesday 29 July, 
4pm AEST

Register here
 

WIN YOUR OWN 
UN-CRUISE 

ADVENTURE!
Book two clients on 
any 2016 Un-Cruise 
Adventures up to 18 
December 2015 and  

go into the draw to win  
a 7 night cruise for two!

Call Natural Focus Safaris 
on 1300 363 302. 

™

See deals

COOK ISLANDS
SALE ENDS
27 JUL 15

www.pngspecialists.com.au

WIN A TRIP 
TO PNG!

BECOME A WANTOK 
SPECIALIST AND

Conditions apply

ADL insist QF/MU OK
ADELAIDE Airport has vowed 

support for the proposed alliance 
between Qantas & China Eastern 
Airlines currently under review 
by the Australian Competition & 
Consumer Commission.

In a submission to the ACCC last 
week, ADL egm corporate affairs 
and general counsel Brenton Cox 
urged the competition watchdog 
to reconsider its interim decision 
to deny the planned partnership, 
as previously flagged (TD 24 Mar).

Cox told the regulator the pact 
might lead to direct services 
between China and the South 
Australian capital in due course.

“This product & frequent flyer tie-
up would enhance the economics 
for China Eastern’s consideration 
of direct service to Adelaide. 

“We have no realistic 
expectation that Qantas will fly 
direct mainland Chinese services 
from Adelaide so it is critical we 
do what we can to make it easier 
for Chinese carriers to serve 
Adelaide,” Cox remarked. 

He emphasised a “direct 
corridor” would benefit tourism, 
adding “the wrong decision risks 
the appearance that we are 
closed for business”.

Rugby comp winner
AFTER 21 rounds and the finals 

series of the 2015 Super Rugby 
season, the travel industry’s first 
and only footy tipping comp has a 
winner, following a count-back.

Congrats to Ketkan Photnikorn 
from Air Tickets who finished the 
competition on 181 points, the 
same score as Erika Burt from 
Carnival Australia.

In third place was Peter Kollar 
from CLIA Australasia on 179 pts.

Ketkan has won the grand prize 
of 2 return Economy Class tickets 
to Dubai, courtesy of Emirates.

To see the full standings in the 
competition, CLICK HERE.

QF group travel seshs
QANTAS is hosting two 20-min 

webinar sessions for travel agents 
at 10:30am (AEST) tomorrow 
and Thu to run through Group 
Travel Terms and Conditions for 
domestic, international & Tasman 
airfares and explain how to apply 
Flex Fares to quotes - for log in 
details, see qantas.com/agents.

NZ in third place for May
NEW Zealand dropped to third 

position in terms of outbound  
travel by Australians in May this 
year, behind Indonesia and the 
USA, according to ABS figures 
released this morning (see p1).

The statistics show 94,800 
Aussies headed to Indonesia, 
with 88,800 going to the US and 
70,600 heading to New Zealand.

The UK was in fourth place with 
62,900 departures, then a big 
jump to Thailand at 39,400, China 
with 36,300 and Fiji at 28,300 
Aussie travellers.

Singapore, with 25,100 pax for 
the month, showed the biggest 
trend estimate decline, down 
9.9% compared to May 2014.

In terms of overseas arrivals into 

Australia, New Zealand was top 
with 103,800 - significantly ahead 
of China in second position with 
62,300 and the US at 38,500.

There were 32,000 Malaysian 
visitors to Australia in May - 
ahead of the UK with 29,400, 
Singapore with 28,700 and then 
India with 23,100.

China and India were the fastest 
growing markets for Australia, up 
23% and 21.8% respectively.
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STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS MANAGER  
NORTH SYDNEY

Lindblad Expeditions, the pioneers of expedition travel, are seeking a Strategic 
Partnership Manager to join our team. The role will be responsible for managing 
existing strategic partnerships and developing new partnerships by engaging 
non-traditional sales channels within Australia and New Zealand. These channels 
include all revenue generating opportunities other than the traditional trade and 
direct consumer channels currently in place in the Australasian market.
The successful candidate will need to be passionate and energetic  with superior 
communication and relationship building skills.
To apply, please email aujobs@expeditions.com

Travel Agents: 
Do you have your OWN  

website and booking engine?

4We do!
Call Kylie for a confidential  
chat on: 0431 155 898  
(visiting Perth August 10 - 14)

G Adventures
July Sale on now!

Save $200*

Learn more ›

Baby boomers #saysorrylater
HELLOWORLD has rolled out 

a new holiday experience taking 
in the North and South Islands of 
New Zealand designed specifically 
for the baby boomer market.

The 10-day Silver Fox & Foxette 

guided itinerary has been built 
exclusively for Helloworld by its 
travel partner AAT Kings.

It showcases the natural beauty 
of New Zealand while combining 
diverse experiences, culinary 
delights, social interaction and 
as much or as little adventure as 
the baby boomer client wants, 
helloworld chief marketing officer 
Kim Portrate explained.

Destinations covered include 
Auckland, Rotorua, Christchurch, 
Franz Josef, Queenstown, Milford 
Sound and Arrowtown. 

Among the exclusive helloworld 
experiences are group game 
nights, a private show on Maori 
customs in Rotorua, cocktail 
cruise on Waitemata Harbour in 
Auckland and a photo shoot with 
a sheep in Queenstown.

To drive awareness of the trip to 
the senior market, award-winning 
actor Roy Billing stars in a social 
media video #saysorrylater - 
CLICK HERE to view the clip.

AAT Kings managing director 
Anthony Hayes said the journey 
will bring like-minded people 
together, “creating a fun, care-
free atmosphere that will be filled 
with unforgettable experience”.

The formula for success is based 
on “good food, good wine and 
good company,” Hayes added.

The first tour is scheduled to 
depart Auckland in mid-Sep.

AAT Kings has developed other 
exclusive itineraries for retailers 
including an Uluru package for 
Flight Centre (TD 20 Feb).

Accor enters Angola
ACCORHOTELS will expand its 

property network in Africa having 
signed an exclusive agreement 
with Angolan firm AAA ACTIVOS 
LDA to open 50 hotels in Angola 
between 2015 and 2017.

Chairman & ceo Sebastien Bazin 
said establishing a hospitality 
group in Angola is testament to 
AccorHotels’ ambition in Africa,  
“where tourism is rapidly 
evolving”.

Through the alliance, 6,200 
rooms will be introduced in key 
cities spanning three AccorHotels’ 
brands in the economic, midscale 
and luxury segments.

Already earmarked are 27 
hotels under the ibis Styles brand, 
22 within the Mercure brand and 
one upmarket Sofitel hotel.

Hotel destinations include the 
Angola capital, Luanda and the 
17 capitals of the other provinces 
which make up the nation.

Six properties are expected to 
open under the joint venture this 
year, followed by 22 in 2016 and 
22 in 2017.

Club Med shuffle
ORGANISATION changes at 

Club Med Sydney have seen 
current national sales manager 
for Australia & New Zealand Marc 
Letourneau promoted to regional 
sales coordination manager.

The role will see Letourneau 
soon relocate to Club Med’s 
regional head office in Singapore.

Letourneau’s replacement will 
be announced shortly.

More castle-stay hols
TWO new castle-stay tours have 

been added to Collette’s suite of 
itineraries from May next year.

The France Magnifique and 
Journey Through Southern France 
tours include multiple stays at the 
4-star Chateau D’Augerville and 
Fontevraud L’Hotel respectively, 
along with other historic castles.

The 11-day France Magnifique 
trip is priced from $3,239ppts.

More at www.gocollette.com.

NEW! Immediate Confirmation on Silversea 
itineraries!  The perfect blend of travel and 
good living.  Fully inclusive luxury cruising.
From $1,740* pp. plus taxes & port charges

 * Conditions Apply.

CLICK HERE for further details

AIRPORT security can often be 
the bane of any traveller trying 
to keep a valuable item secure.

Two Chinese men put on a bit 
of a scene at Baiyun Int’l Airport 
recently when faced with a 
dilemma as they tried to get a 
bottle of rare wine on the plane.

The wine concerned was made 
of tiger bones and is a rare 
blend worth up to £800 a bottle.

Informed at security they were 
not allowed to take the wine on 
the plane, the men decided to 
avert the issue not by pouring it 
down the drain, but by drinking 
the whole thing there and then.

Once they had consumed the 
bottle, the men proved they 
were still sober enough to fly by 
walking in a straight line.

Amusingly, the wine is actually 
a natural aphrodisiac, which 
would have made the resulting 
flight interesting...

Window
Seat
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Click Here

WWW.FLYROYALBRUNEI.COM

 

FROM

B U S I N E S S  C L A S S

FROM

E C O N O M Y  C L A S S

*Inclusive of taxes. Conditions apply. 

AUD3,770 AUD940

A  b e t t e r f l y  
  t o  d u b a i

RETURN RETURN

Are you Dreaming of a White Christmas?
Escape to snow clad mountains in Europe this Christmas and 
relax over 3, 4 and up to 7 nights.  Visit picturesque towns, fairy 
tale castles and festive Christmas markets!

FIND OUT MORE

DISCOVER MORE

Discover our 
family holiday
o�ers

Kids stay, eat and play for FREE
Waterparks • Kids'  Clubs • Award winning spas

THAIL AND • BALI  •  MALDIVES • SRI  L ANKA • VIETNAM

Travellers Choice’s shopaholics

TEN of Travellers Choice’s top 
agents recently experienced the 
best of Vietnam on this year’s 
Silver Choice Award, courtesy of 
Wendy Wu Tours.

The eight-day itinerary gave 
the Travellers Choice agents the 
chance to cycle past rice paddies, 
ride water buffalo, help local 
fisherman cast nets, attend a 
cooking school to learn the art of 
vegetable carving and visited Ho 
Chi Minh’s mausoleum in Hanoi.

A stop in Hoi An gave the group 
an opportunity to visit a local 
tailor to support the locals and 
order some custom-fit threads.

Leading the group was Travellers 
Choice marketing manager Robyn 
Mitchell who said within three 
hours of arriving at the store, 
the agents has ordered jackets, 
trousers, shirts, skirts, dresses, a 
three-piece suit, custom-made 
shoes, jump suits and even a 
couple of Vietnamese outfits.

In all, the shopaholics spent 
86.5 million Dong (equivalent 
to $5,000 Aussie dollars) on 85 
pieces of clothing, which were 
ready for collection the next day.

Pictured back row from left are 
John Hancock, City Beach Travel 
& Cruise; Monique Hulsman, 
Ucango Travel & Cruise Centre; 
James McMillan, Wendy Wu 
Tours; Denise Bradley, Moss 
Vale Cruise & Travel; Sue Fessey, 
Stodarts Travel & Cruise; Sue 
Holmes, Carine Travel Bug; 
Carol Shaw, Tour de Force Travel 
and fashionista Jim Cooper, 
Queanbeyan City Travel & Cruise.

In front are Saibra Twigg, 
Australind Travel & Cruise Centre; 
Cathy Hewett, Tewantin Travel; 
Robyn Mitchell, Travellers Choice 
and Michelle Barker, Jayes Travel.

Curio enters Jamaica
HILTON Worldwide has 

expanded its Curio Collection to 
Jamaica in the Caribbean.

Located on Jamaica’s north 
shore, Jewel Paradise Cove Beach 
Resort & Spa, Runaway Bay, Curio 
Collection by Hilton features 210 
rooms and 15 junior suites.

Guests of the adults-only resort 
staying in suites have access to a 
personal butler during their stay.

HBO on Qantas IFE
PASSENGERS flying network-

wide with Qantas will be able to 
access 120 hours of HBO (Home 
Box Office) programs from this 
month after the airline and US TV 
service forged new ties.

Content will span TV shows and 
movies, from drama, comedy and 
documentaries, updated with 20 
hours of new programming on a 
monthly basis.

Included in the content are 
current series’ such as Game of 
Thrones and True Detective and 
classics like The Sopranos and Sex 
and The City.

Other HBO channels coming 
soon to Qantas include Veep, 
Silicon Valley, Vice, Girls, The Jinx, 
Togetherness, Last Week Tonight 
with John Oliver and more.

The introduction of a HBO 
channel coincides with the debut 
of three new Foxtel channels - 
Entertainment by Foxtel, National 
Geographic & Lifestyle by Foxtel.

Qantas head of digital and 
entertainment Jo Boundy said 
the Australian flag carrier has 
invested heavily to ensure “we 
have fresh content and a wide 
range of programs to cater for 
different tastes”.

State of Origin 3 tips
DON’T forget to get your entries 

in for our State of Origin tipping 
competition, with the series 
decider taking place tomorrow 
night, Wed 08 Jul.

The prize of a night at the 
Novotel Sydney Olympic Park in 
a King Room, with breakfast, is 
on offer to the tipper who gets 
the most correct answers to the 
questions in TD over the 3 games.

Questions for the final game are:
1. What will be the score margin 

in Game 3 of SOO 2015?
2. Which team will get the first 

penalty in Game 3?
3. Which team will win the 2015 

State of Origin series?
Email answers before kickoff to 

soocomp@traveldaily.com.au. 

Luxperience in court
LINDY Andrews, the former 

ceo of the Luxperience luxury 
trade show, is suing founder 
Helen Logas for several hundred 
thousand dollars.

Documents lodged in the NSW 
District Court reveal Andrews’ 
acrimonious departure last 
year (TD 09 Aug) - full details 
in yesterday’s issue of Business 
Events News - CLICK HERE.
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Business Development Manager NSW -  
Carnival Cruise Line
Carnival Cruise Line is the largest cruise line in the world with over four and a 
half million guests travelling every year. The cruise line has two ships based 
in Australia, Carnival Spirit – the largest and newest cruise ship to be based 
in Sydney year round – and sister ship Carnival Legend, sailing from Sydney 
each summer. With 45 activities to enjoy each day, both ships offer fun-loving 
families and couples memorable and great value holidays.

Reporting to the Director of Sales, the Business Development Manager will be 
responsible for driving the sales of Carnival Cruise Line via the trade network 
across an assigned territory. This will be achieved by building and maintaining 
strong relationships with Travel Agents in the region, helping them build their 
Carnival Cruise Line sales through communication of sales tools and current 
offers and developing marketing programs and sharing best practices. 

With at least 3 years experience in a travel sales position, the successful 
applicant will demonstrate:

• proven account management and business development skills

•  a passion for travel and cruising 

•  outstanding communication skills, including public speaking, with 
experience presenting to large groups 

•  strong relationship building and influencing skills 

•  self motivation and discipline with the ability to work in a highly autonomous 
manner 

•  the ability and willingness to travel frequently across the territory and attend 
functions on evenings or weekends as required (please note WA is included 
in the territory, expectation is to visit approximately twice a year)

Most importantly you will bring enthusiasm, passion and a sense of 
humour to our dynamic team!
For further information and to apply online, please visit:  
careers.carnivalaustralia.com Job Reference: CAR/1168441

FUN FOR ALL. ALL FOR FUN.

Open Skies quash Emirates paper
A RESPONSE by Emirates boss 

Tim Clark to counter the claims 
made by American Airlines, Delta 
Air Lines and United Airlines that 
the Gulf carrier is receiving govt-
funded subsidies and benefits (TD 
01 Jul), has been rebuked by the 
‘Big Three’ US airlines.

Jill Zuckman, chief spokesperson 
for the Partnership for Open & 
Fair Skies said in a statement:

“Emirates can submit as many 
pages as it wants, but it still 
won’t paper over what has been 
well-documented - Emirates has 
received billions in subsidies and 
unfair benefits from the treasury 
of the UAE.

“Our investigation shows that 
these massive subsidies have 

allowed Emirates, Etihad & Qatar 
airlines to expand far beyond 
what market forces could ever 
support, distorting international 
competition and tilting the 
playing field to its advantage.”

Zuckman argued that American 
jobs are “at stake”, with the time 
for action “increasingly urgent”.

“We respectfully ask that 
the US Government request 
consultations with Qatar and the 
UAE, and stand up against these 
unfair government subsidies 
that violate our Open Skies 
agreement,” she added.

MEANWHILE, 30 regional and 
local airports in the US have 
joined the “growing chorus” 
supporting AA/DL and UA.

Cebu Pacific Jul sale
FARES to the Philippines are on 

sale with Cebu Pacific priced from 
$150 during a short-life promo.

The discounted fare is valid for 
travel from 15 Aug to 15 Mar and 
includes taxes & fees but excludes 
meals and baggage allowance.

Fares must be booked by 09 Jul.

EK launch Mashhad
EMIRATES has announced it 

will launch new five weekly flights 
between Dubai and Mashhad in 
Iran from 01 Sep.

Mashhad is Iran’s second largest 
city and will be EK’s second hub in 
the country joining Tehran.

Services will be operated by 
Airbus A330-200 aircraft.

Kazakh visa-free days
AUSTRALIAN travellers visiting 

Kazakhstan will be permitted to 
stay in the country without a visa 
for up to 15 days, the Department 
of Foreign Affairs has confirmed.

The Smartraveller website adds 
that all visitors planning to stay 
for five days or more are required 
to register with the Kazakhstan 
Migration Police to avoid fines 
& “significant delays” exiting the 
Central Asian country.

The new policy comes into 
effect from 16 Jul.

Slovenia joins PATA
THE Slovenian Tourist Board 

has joined the Pacific Asia Travel 
Association as its latest National 
Tourism Organisation member.

New Small Luxuries
FIVE new European hotels have 

joined the Small Luxury Hotels of 
the World portfolio during Jun.

In Italy, the additions include 
the Romeo Hotel in Naples and 
Castello di Vicarello in Tuscany; 
in France there is the Domaine 
des Etangs in Massignac; while in 
Greece the newcomers include 
Agalia Luxury Suites in Ios and 
Castello Boutique Resort & Spa in 
Crete - see www.slh.com.

Americas discounts 
TO CELEBRATE the launch of its 

2016 United States and Canada 
brochure (TD 22 Jun), Cosmos is 
offering a $300 per couple saving 
on its most popular itinerary in 
North America until 15 Dec.

The 19-day Canadian & Alaskan 
Masterpiece is now $5,203ppts.

$1AUD = US0.75

WELCOME to Money, TD’s Tue 
feature on what the Australian 
dollar is doing.

EUROPE sneezes and the rest of 
the world catches a cold.

That’s definitely been the case 
this week, with ructions over the 
economic situation in Greece 
seeing the Australian dollar drop 
below US75c - its lowest level in 
more than six years.

The decisive NO vote from 
the Greek population has led to 
significant uncertainty in global 
currency markets and this in turn 
has seen a flight of investment 
away from the Aussie dollar.

As well as declining against 
the greenback the local currency 
dived against the Japanese yen 
which is perceived as a less risky 
investment.

Along with the situation 
in Europe, analysts are also 
concerned at moves by 
authorities in China aiming to 
reduce volatility in its share 
market - leading to concerns 
about the real state of the 
Chinese economy.

The perfect storm for 
the Aussie dollar has been 
compounded by a 6% drop in 
the price of iron ore - which is 
Australia’s single biggest export. 

It’s not all bad news - the 
uncertainty has also seen the 
price of oil fall, which will help 
airline bottom lines.

The declining currency has in 
the past been shown to help 
inbound tourism, while the 
number of Aussies departing the 
country has been shown to be 
extremely resilient to currency 
fluctuations over the years.
   Wholesale rates this morning:

US $0.745
UK £0.479
NZ $1.11
Euro €0.679
Japan ¥90.95
Thailand ß25.06
China ¥4.476
South Africa R9.235
Canada $0.936
Crude oil     US$52.53

Money
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Tuesday 7th July 2015THERE is no question the situation in Greece is presenting 
the global travel industry and indeed the Australian travel 
industry with a new set of challenges. Over the weekend the 

Greek people voted a decisive NO to the financial bailout 
package offered to Greece by the European Union (EU).

The Greek Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras has now 
moved to commence new talks with the EU to find a different solution 
than the one initially proposed. All this will take time and in the 
meantime, the question for travellers is - should I go?

A few interesting statistics to put the Greece situation into perspective. 
The population of Greece is 11 million, so in comparison to Australia it 
is less than half our size. The Gross Domestic Product (GDP) is valued at 
$320 billion AUD which is about the same size as the Victoria GDP at $337 
billion (22% of the Australian GDP - the Australian GDP is $1.5 trillion).

The GDP of the European Union as a whole is $23 trillion AUD which 
means Greece represents about 1.5% of the EU economy. Interestingly, 
it is still the thirteenth largest economy of the EU member states - 
Germany and France being the largest by a big gap.

My point is that Greece is a small country as is the case with many 
countries in Europe, but it is one of significance as it is a key tourist 
market and sits in about seventh place of the most visited countries in 
the EU. So would I go? The answer is YES, definitely!

I might take some euros with me just in case the ATMs stop working 
or they did happen to have a major banking meltdown while I was in the 
country, but life is going on and the people of Greece, one of the oldest 
civilisations on the planet will find a way, it is simply the Greek way of 
doing things.

If you keep an eye on the Smartraveller.gov.au website for the latest 
information, recommend to clients that they should continue to go, pack 
a little extra € for safe keeping and enjoy their time in Greece. On the 
world stage of politics, this will go down as one of the more interesting 
historical stories for which Europe is so well known.

AFTA update
From AFTA’s chief executive, Jayson Westbury

Air Serbia Euro Pass
A SPECIAL pass to help pax 

from long-haul markets such 
as Australia reach a growing 
network of destinations has been 
launched by Air Serbia.

The ‘Euro Sky Pass’ offers access 
to 37 cities on the JU route map, 
valid for three zones ranging from 
short local flights, ports up to two 
hours air travel and those more 
than two hours away.

Originating from SYD or MEL 
flying with equity partner 
Etihad Airways via Abu Dhabi to 
Belgrade, pax then buy coupons 
to travel onwards through Europe.

Passes need to be verified by an 
Air Serbia agent prior to travel.

Huge DXB traffic jump
PASSENGER numbers utilising 

Dubai International skyrocketed 
in May, with the facility recording 
a 23.2% year-on-year rise in 
patronage for the month of May.

The Arabian hub welcomed 
6,267,640 pax over the month, 
nearly a staggering 1.2 million up 
on the same period last year.

Results were slightly skewed as 
May 2014 coincided with a drop 
in capacity due to runway work.

Sheraton Filo signing
A NEWBUILD property featuring 

a combination of hotel rooms 
and branded residences has 
been signed for construction 
by Starwood Hotels & Resorts 
Worldwide in the Philippines.

The property will be built on the 
island of Mactan, to be branded 
as a Sheraton - the brand’s first 
presence on the exotic island.

Situated beachside, 250 hotel 
suites making up the Sheraton 
Mactan will be open in 2019, 
followed by residences in 2020.

VA lands on hallowed ground

THE Official Airline of the AFL, 
Virgin Australia, treated some 
industry clients to a quick trot 
on the famed Melbourne Cricket 
Ground turf last Fri prior to the 
start of a closely-fought AFL game.

Joining the players from 
Hawthorn and Collingwood during 
the pre-match warm-up, the 
group soaked up the big-game 
atmosphere as tens of thousands 
of fans poured in for the match.

Afterward, the group headed to 
the Premiership Dining Room for 
a sumptuous three-course meal 
fit for premiership winners.

Pictured above from left in the 

back row is Brendan Sawyers, 
Flight Centre Travel Group; Chris 
Malina, STA Travel; Jonathan 
Nelson, Express Travel Group; 
Nick Mertz, Linfox Travel; George 
Siljanoski, HRG and Adrian Wallis, 
Flight Centre Business Travel.

Front row: Felicity Allan 
and Danielle Trimarchi, Virgin 
Australia with Cassandra Ruggieri 
and Nikki Durham from HRG.

CX refresh plane rags
CATHAY Pacific and regional 

offshoot Dragonair have revamped 
their inflight magazines with a 
new design and editorial direction 
encouraging raw travel emotions.

STB living like locals
TRIPADVISOR has signed its 

first agreement with a National 
Tourism Organisation, launching a 
customised microsite promoting 
things to see and do in Singapore.

The ‘Live like a local’ hub has 
been built by media agency MEC.

Sections dedicated to individual 
Singaporean neighbourhoods 
such as Tiong Bahru and Joo Chiat 
feature on the portal as well as a 
collection of recommendations 
from users & TripAdvisor experts.

Masterclasses for businesses 
featured on the site will also be 
hosted from time to time.

This week Travel Daily and 
Seawings are giving agents the 
chance to win a Dubai scenic 
seaplane adventure for two. You 
can take the flight yourself or pass 
it on to your valued clients as a gift.

Seawings offers scenic seaplane 
flights, luxury day and extended 
tours and also charter options for 
group and incentive clients. Book 
Seawings with reservations@
seawings.ae or your favourite UAE 
Wholesaler 
or DMC.

To win, 
answer each daily question 
correctly and have the most 
creative answer to the final 
question. Send your answers to 
seawings@traveldaily.com.au

The Dubai Creek Silver 
Experience is the most popular 
tour, departing from the Dubai 

Creek Golf & Country Club. How 
long is the flight?

Need a hint? CLICK HERE.

 

IATA: Get a move on!
IATA Director General Tony Tyler 

has urged the British Government 
to publicly back the findings of 
the UK Airports Commission and 
urged building to begin quickly.

In a statement on behalf of the 
airline industry, Tyler called on 
PM David Cameron to publicly 
back the endorsement of a third 
runway at London Heathrow and 
for the Department of Transport 
to expedite the next steps.

“We need diggers in the ground 
by 2020,” Tyler said, reiterating 
a comment by Confederation of 
British Industry.

He acknowledged environmental 
concerns dogging the project but 
said aviation had “a proven track 
record” in reducing noise and 
CO2 emissions per passenger.

IATA is aiming to have a new 
global market-based measure for 
air emissions in place by 2020.
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Tuesday 7th July 2015

IT’S billed as one of the highlights of the Australian 
ice hockey season and this year’s Canada Day Classic 
- presented by Air Canada - did not disappoint, with 
the Sydney Bears beating the Melbourne ICE in a 
10-goal thriller.

The 2015 trophy was presented to 
the Sydney Bears’ captain in front 
of a packed Medibank Icehouse 
by Air Canada Sales Executive 
Neil Westaway, who also hosted a 
passionate group of STA 
agents at the game. 

Air Canada General 
Manager Australia 
and New Zealand Paul 
McLean says the airline 
is proud to promote 
Australian ice hockey 
not just locally but in 
Canada and around the 
world.

With that in mind, the 
2015 Canada Day Classic 
will from October 
feature on Air Canada’s 
enRoute inflight 

entertainment system right across the airline’s global 
network.

“Air Canada plays an important role in nurturing 
the strong cultural ties between Australia and 
Canada,” says McLean. “Broadcasting the Canada 
Day Classic to the 35 million passengers we fly 
annually is a great way to celebrate that bond, while 
at the same time showcasing the high quality of the 
Australian ice hockey league.”

Air Canada delivers yet another ‘classic’

BELOW: Players from the Sydney  
Bears and Melbourne ICE along 
with official line up for the national 
anthem ahead of the game.

RIGHT: STA agents enjoying the 
action from the Penalty Box.

RIGHT: Air Canada’s Neil 
Westaway (centre) with 
Sydney Bears Captain Michael 
Schlampo & AIHL Commissioner 
Robert Bannerman.

BELOW: Mario Ste-Marie Consul General of Canada 
drops the puck.

ABOVE & BELOW: STA agents with 
the Canada Day Classic cup.

(Images featured on this page are courtesy of Matt Wragg)

Puck chase!

BELOW: Centre Ice Face Off - Syd Bears vs Mel ICE.
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This month, Travel Daily and Scenic are giving readers the chance to 
win an amazing luxury European river cruise. The prize, valued at up to 
$24,060 includes:
•	 15 day Jewels of Europe river cruise for 2 people 
•	 2 x return economy class airfares to Europe 
•	 Return airport transfers
•	 Complimentary beverages all day, everyday, all meals, private 

butler service and all tipping and gratuities
To win, answer every daily question correctly and have the most creative 
answer to the final question.  
Send your answers to scenic@traveldaily.com.au

5. Name the Freechoice activities offered on day 12 of the 
Romantic Rhine & Moselle river cruise.

Need a hint? CLICK HERE.

Tuesday 7th July 2015

Rd 17 Winner

CONGRATULATIONS
Nitaya Ruckittana
from THAI Airways 

International
 Nitaya is the top point 
scorer for Round 17 of 

Travel Daily’s NRL industry 
footy tipping competition. 
Nitaya has won a coffee 

cruise for two from Captain 
Cook Cruises.

Two return Economy Class 
airfares to Dubai with 

Emirates

Major Prize:

Sponsored by:

SA arrivals in freefall
TIGHTENED immigration 

regulations to South Africa and 
the Ebola crisis have been blamed 
for a 6% decline in foreign arrivals 
for the three months to Mar 
2015, data from Stats SA reveals.

The figure equates to around 
150,000 fewer tourist arrivals, 
according to tourism advisory 
firm Grant Thornton.

Stats from the quarter show 
double-digit drops in arrivals from 
nations requiring a visa such as 
Russia (-47%), Brazil (-34%) while 
the impact from Australia was less 
severe, with 800 fewer arrivals.

Thornton said job losses in niche 
operations could be expected.

VTIC Nepean setback
THE Victoria Tourism Industry 

Council says it is disappointed 
plans for a new tourism initiative 
at the Quarantine Station in Point 
Nepean have been scuppered.

Talks between the Vic Govt and 
the private sector have ended 
regarding a proposal to develop 
an environmentally sustainable 
tourist attraction at the site.

“The failure to reach a 
compromise means the state is 
delayed in realising the benefits 
of sustainable tourism,” VTIC CEO 
Dianne Smith said.

Smith said the failure reflected 
badly on the potential for the 
state to secure new investment in 
tourism from the private sector.

I’m a Celebrity...send me back!

ABOVE: African GSA firm 
Swagman Tours has managed to 
convince Andrew Daddo to go 
back to Africa, albeit this time in a 
much higher standard of luxury.

The media personality starred in 
Channel 10’s I’m a Celebrity...Get 
Me Out Of Here earlier this year, 
which took place in South Africa.

Daddo, pictured above with 
Swagman Tours’ managing 
director Wayne Hamilton, will 

escort a 13-day tour of South 
Africa, spending three nights 
in the Kruger National Park & 
travelling the Garden Route 
before ending with a final two-
day stay in scenic Cape Town.

Space is limited to join the 
itinerary, which is priced from 
$7,545pp twin share inclusive of 
return flights from Australia and 
is slated to depart 02 Mar 2016.

For more details, CLICK HERE.

Samoa Ebola screens
TRAVELLERS entering Samoa 

who have been to a country 
affected by Ebola in the preceding 
21 days may be quarantined on 
arrival or deported, DFAT said.

The Smartraveller warning says 
the policy will apply whether or 
not an arrival has any symptoms.

The Naitch in Nevada
SIX years after relocating to Las 

Vegas, Aussie pop group Human 
Nature has starred in a series 
of promotional videos for their 
adopted home state of Nevada.

The crooners leave the lights of 
Sin City in their wake and head 
out into the desert to experience 
some of the best attractions 
available in the surrounding area.

CLICK HERE to view the clips.

Indonesia visa entries
NATIONALS eligible for visa-

free travel to Indonesia can only 
enter the country via approved 
air and sea ports to avoid paying 
the fee, Destination Asia has said.

The list of approved entry points 
includes airports in Jakarta, Bali, 
Medan, Surabaya and Batam, 
with sea ports at Bintan & Batam.

Australian citizens are currently 
not eligible for visa-free entry.
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THE SKY IS THE LIMIT IN THIS AMAZING ROLE 
CRUISE AIRFARE SPECIALIST  

SYDNEY – SALARY PACKAGE UP TO $60K 
This pioneering Cruise Company wants an airfare specialist 
to construct detailed fare itineraries, issue tickets & handle 
reissues, refunds and special requests. Also enjoy creating 

new cruise packages, including flight, accom & tours, using 
your product knowledge. This varied role will continue to 
stretch and develop your skills. Do you have min 2 years 

ticketing exp, solid GDS skills, pref product exposure & a love 
of cruising? Then apply now to enjoy a top salary pkg, M-F 

only, famils/inspections & your chance to break into product!  

ARE YOU AN AVID WORLDWIDE DIVER?  
DIVE TRAVEL SPECIALIST 

MELBOURNE – COMPETITIVE SALARY PACKAGE DOE 
Combine your passion for diving and experience in travel to 
become a dive travel specialist. This unique company has a 
rare opportunity to join their fun and dynamic team located 
on the city fringe of Melbourne. You will offer your expertise 
and knowledge to organise worldwide and tailor-made dive 
packages for your clients. As this is a specialist role you must 

have a min 18 months leisure travel experience and have 
travelled or strong knowledge of key dive locations. You will 

be offered a lucrative salary package + benefits. 

NO MORE TIME WASTERS – LUXURY IS CALLING 
SENIOR LEISURE TRAVEL CONSULTANT 

PERTH – SALARY PACKAGE UP TO $60K DOE 
Sick of the same boring bookings – Bali, Thailand etc? Here is 
your chance to move into the high end luxury market. This 

boutique and independent agency are located in Perth CBD 
and offer a personalised and unique customer experience, 
predominantly servicing their repeat and referral business. 
You must have a min. 4 years retail exp. with a following of 

clientele along with strong destination, product & GDS 
knowledge. An excellent salary package of up to $60K is on 

offer and a fun yet professional working environment.    

GET YOUR CAREER ON TRACK! 
WHOLESALE TRAVEL CONSULTANTS 

BRISBANE CBD – OTE $55K ++   
Based in the CBD this dynamic travel company is looking for 

sales superstars to join their domestic, international, rail & 
cruise wholesale teams. Your days will involve selling holiday 
packages from flights, accom, tours and transfers you will sell 
it all. With your exceptional customer service you will be able 
to cross sell & upsell to ensure your clients booking the best 
package for them. Superb $$ package & the best benefits!  

All you need is 12 months consulting or reservation 
experience, proven sales skills & a great attitude! 

 

FOR ALL THE BEST VACANCIES VISIT www.aaappointments.com.au  
NSW & ACT - 02 9231 6377 - apply@aaappointments.com.au 

VIC, WA & SA - 03 9670 2577 - recruit@aaappointments.com.au  
QLD - 07 3229 9600 - employment@aaappointments.com.au 

BREAK FREE OF TRAVEL CONSULTING 
JOIN AA - TRAVEL RECRUITMENT CONSULTANT 

BRISBANE 
GENEROUS SALARY PACKAGE 

Tired of booking holidays? Want to stay in the industry 
 but work behind the scenes? Now you can! 

Join our fun team where you will enjoy interviewing 
candidates and assisting their careers, account management 

and business development. You will be rewarded with an 
excellent salary + bonus structure, as well as team perks 

including shopping vouchers, paid time off, full training and 
the opportunity to recruit for the best names in the industry. 

***JOB OF THE WEEK*** 
VIP LEISURE TRAVEL CONSULTANT  

SYDNEY CBD – SALARY UP TO $65K PLUS INCENTIVES  
This premium customer service company organises both 
travel and events for their VIP clientele. Enjoy organising 

tailor-made exotic worldwide itineraries over phone & email; 
from a yacht in Monte Carlo to a private South African Safari 

tour. Known for employee retention due to a top salary, 
bonuses, extra days off & other benefits. If you have min 3 

years exp, solid GDS, customer service skills & understanding 
of luxury brands; apply now. With a modern CBD office & 

work flexibility these roles won’t be around long!  

 
 

AA ARE ON THE BALL 
WHEN IT COMES TO YOUR CAREER! 

Register for these smashing jobs today 

 

MULITPLE POSITIONS – SOUTH EAST 
EXPERIENCED TRAVEL CONSULTANTS 

MELBOURNE – EXCELLENT SALARY PACKAGE DOE 
We have multiple positions in Melbourne’s South East for 

experienced travel consultants. These well-established 
agencies are on the lookout for positive, motivated and high 
achieving consultants to join their busy teams. Both located 
in a shopping centre you must be able to work well in a fast 

paced environment, have a min. 18 months experience, solid 
GDS and product knowledge. A competitive salary package 

will be offered to the right candidate, ongoing support 
and training and famil offerings!! 

LOVE A CHALLENGE? 
PRICE BEAT CONSULTANT 

BRISBANE – SALARY PACKAGE $52K OTE 
This global travel organisation is looking for an experienced 
consultant with a strong understanding of the industry to 
join them. As a Price Beat consultant, you will work closely 
with consultants, retail and product teams to ensure the 
company is offering the most competitive pricing in the 

marketplace. Enjoy a strong salary package plus the best 
benefits in the biz. All you need is 2 years international travel 
experience, strong time management, communication skills 

& a proven problem solving ability. Call us today! 



CHINA SOUTHERN AIRLINES 
CONNECTING YOU TO THE WORLD
China Southern Airlines has more than 1,930 daily �ights to 190 destinations 

in 40 countries and regions across the world giving you many reason to take 

advantage of these mid-season prizes on o�er from Consolidated Travel 

during the month on July 2015.

CONDITIONS: Valid for tickets issued by Consolidated Travel or via Quikticket between 01-31 July 2015 on 100% CZ itineraries ex Australia plated to CZ (784) in *VIC/NSW/QLD/WA. 
CZ codeshare or SPA add-on sectors are allowed. Inbound �ight between China and Australia must be booked on CZ services only. Child, Infant, Group Sales, Wholesale and 
Cancelled or Refunded tickets are not eligible. All winners must be an international travel consultant and full time employee of the agency in Australia. Ticket claims must be 
emailed to promotions@consolidatedtravel.com.au by COB 06 August 2015. Consolidated Travel and China Southern Airlines reserve the right to withdraw or change the 
conditions of the promotion at any time. Receipt of a prize may have Fringe Bene�ts Tax (FBT) implications. To the extent that there is any FBT liability, this will be paid for by the 
employer of the recipient. The grossed-up value of a prize and any other Fringe Bene�ts the recipient receives during the course of the FBT year may be reported on the recipient's 
annual PAYG Payment Summary as required by taxation law. Consolidated Travel Group ABN 60 004 692 791. Date of issue 29 June 2015.

$20 voucher for every 
First/Business Class return ticket

$10 voucher for every Premium 
Economy/Economy return ticket

Gift Vouchers:

Economy Class First Class

Business Class



 Life

NORTHERN EUROPE | MEDITERRANEAN 
ALASKA | NEW ENGLAND & CANADA2016

In addition to the finest cuisine at sea, 5-star service and all of the celebrated hallmarks of Oceania 

Cruises voyages, We are pleased to offer our most generous savings ever with this new and limited 

time O-LIFE ADVANTAGE offer.

SHIPBOARD CREDITS - UP TO us$920* 
per stateroom on selected voyages

FREE UNLIMITED INTERNET*

& FREE SHORE EXCURSIONS*

S

AWARD –WINNING  
MID-SIZE SHIPS

DESTINATION  
SPECIALISTS

FINEST CUISINE AT SEA

COUNTRY CLUB  
CASUAL AMBIANCE

EXTRAORDINARY VALUE

SELECT FROM OVER 90 CRUISES ON SALE!
VOYAGES DEPARTING APRIL TO NOVEMBER 2016

FROM $3,650* PER GUEST 

*CONDITIONS APPLY AVAILABLE ON VERANDA STATEROOMS AND ABOVE.

 

OFFERS EXPIRE 30 SEPTEMBER 2015!

PLUS 

http://traveldaily.com.au/click?http://cruiseoffice.com.au/OceaniaCruises/Brochures/OC_AU_OLife2016_LowRes.pdf

